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Outstanding Animated Program

Agent Elvis

Full Tilt

As he prepares for his Comeback Special, Elvis gets targeted by the Manson Family while a covert
organization seeks to recruit him to its ranks.

American Dad!

Gold Top Nuts

After a difficult family vacation, the Smith’s plane crash lands on a mysterious island where they are forced
to rediscover who they are.

Archer

The Big Con

Free drinks, party rooms and swag bags are just a few of the things the gang is not enjoying at the world’s
foremost spy convention, Clandesti-con!

Big Mouth

Vagina Shame

From itching to grooming to late blooming: There's no shortage of fodder for shame maven Rita St.
Swithens.

Bob's Burgers

The Plight Before Christmas

Bob and Linda try to attend all the kids' holiday performances at the same time.

Central Park

Lunar Palaver

On the day of the Lunar Palaver—a big Squirrel Quarrels event—Cole has a run-in with a racist lady in the
park.

Cyberpunk: Edgerunners

Girl On Fire

Maine doesn't seem to be himself. But the team has bigger fish to fry: They must race against time to
extract vital information from their prisoner.

Digman!

Pilot

Disgraced archaeologist Rip Digman attempts to make a comeback with the help of his overachieving
student, Saltine, by searching the world over for one of history's greatest lost treasures: Hammurabi's Hat.



Duncanville

The Dudliest Catch

Duncan's first kiss with Mia doesn't go as planned. Jing develops a love for insult comedy after Annie and
Jack show her their favorite 80s cartoon.

Entergalactic

Ambitious artist Jabari attempts to balance success and love when he moves into his dream Manhattan
apartment and falls for his next-door neighbor.

Fairfax

The Circle Of Hype

Avon’s corner is threatened-- sh*t! I mean, the Gang Gang introduces Dale to the mystical ecosystem that
is the Fairfax Flea Market. Benny gets sucked into the Shady side, Truman joins Trini’s mom band, and
Derica finds the perfect jacket.

Family Guy

The Stewaway

During a game of hide-and-seek, Stewie takes refuge in Quagmire’s suitcase, only to wind up in Paris.
Meanwhile, Peter and Lois take a getaway to Vermont, where Lois is intent on breaking Bonnie’s Instagram
like record.

Fired On Mars

The God Of War

Invigorated by his newfound community of rebels, Jeff faces a dilemma when Brandon offers him a new
opportunity at Mars.ly.

Genndy Tartakovsky's Primal

Shadow Of Fate

Spear and Fang get separated in a strange, new land.

The Great North

Code Enough Said Adventure

The Tobins get cabin fever.

Harley Quinn

Batman Begins Forever

The crew goes inside Bruce Wayne’s mind to find information on Frank’s whereabouts.

HouseBroken

Who's A Scaredy Cat?

When Honey attempts to cure Diablo's irrational fear of basement monsters, she puts the whole group in
jeopardy; Chico and the Gray One follow Kevin onto a plane to get to the bottom of why Kevin always
abandons Chico.

Koala Man

Ode To A Koala Bear

Kevin brings Liam his jacket.



The Legend Of Vox Machina

The Sunken Tomb

Vox Machina explores an ancient temple to search for their first Vestige of Divergence, a legendary weapon
they hope will aid them against the dragons of the Chroma Conclave. As they overcome a series of
dangerous encounters to reach the sunken tomb, one of the team makes a terrible mistake.

Little Demon

The Antichrist’s Mother

Chrissy learns her best friend has a secret. Laura and Satan unite for the sake of their old dog.

Mike Judge's Beavis And Butt-Head

Meditation Sucks & Polling Place

Beavis and Butt-Head try to empty their minds and find they are surprisingly good at it. Beavis and Butt-
Head mistake their neighbourhood polling place for a strip club.

Mulligan

Grand Old Party

With only 1,132 people left on earth, Mulligan throws an epic party at the White House in hopes to out-
rage former presidents - and make Lucy jealous.

The Paloni Show! Halloween Special!

Leroy, Reggie, and Ceruce Paloni have been given the opportunity of a lifetime to be the hosts of an
unforgettable Halloween Special full of spooky shorts from a group of up-and-coming animators.

Pantheon

The Gods Will Not Be Chained

Chanda takes revenge on the man who imprisoned him. Maddie learns more about Cody and the person
who helped her free her dad. Caspian becomes more suspicious of Logorhythms.

Rick And Morty

Night Family

Rick lets the family use his new device and it becomes a horror show.

Royal Crackers

Stebe

When Theo’s old charismatic friend and former bandmate shows up unexpectedly at the Hornsby Manor,
Stebe is thrown into a full-blown identity crisis.

The Simpsons

Treehouse Of Horror XXXIII

In a book-themed trilogy, Marge’s resentment takes monstrous form, Lisa tries to save the planet through
murder, and Homer learns he’s not the man he thought he was. Guest Voice: John Roberts as Linda
Belcher

Solar Opposites

99 Ships

What happened to all the ships form the opening credits?!



South Park

The Worldwide Privacy Tour

The prince of Canada and his wife try to find privacy and seclusion in a small mountain town.

Star Trek: Lower Decks

Crisis Point: 2: Paradoxus

Boimler's holodeck movie sequel tries to live up to the original.

Star Wars: The Bad Batch

The Outpost

A new friend is made on a harsh and unforgiving outpost planet.

Tuca & Bertie

The Pain Garden

Tuca is forced to confront a mysterious chronic health issue; Bertie accidentally takes a liking to Tuca's
beau.

Velma

Velma

After teenage outcast Velma Dinkley is accused of killing a popular classmate, she has just 24 hours to find
the real murderer. There's only one problem: Velma has sworn off solving mysteries - forever.

End of Category


